Structural characterization of a spin-assisted colloid-polyelectrolyte assembly: stratified multilayer thin films.
The assembly of polyelectrolytes and gold nanoparticles yields stratified multilayers with very low roughness and high structural perfection. The films are prepared by spin-assisted layer-by-layer self-assembly (LbL) and are characterized by X-ray reflectivity (XRR), UV-vis spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Typical structures have four repeat units, each of which consists of eight double layers (DL) of poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)/poly(allylamine hydrochloride), one monolayer of gold nanoparticles (10 nm diameter), and another layer of poly(allylamine hydrochloride). XRR scans show small-angle Bragg peaks up to seventh order, evidencing the highly stratified structure. Pronounced Kiessig fringes indicate a low global roughness, which is confirmed by local AFM measurements. TEM images corroborate the layered structure in the growth direction and nicely show the distinct separation of the individual particle layers. An AFM study reveals the lateral gold particle distribution within one individual particle layer. Interestingly, the spin-assisted deposition of polyelectrolytes reduces the roughness induced by the particle layers, leading to self-healing of roughness defects and a rather perfect stratification.